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Remote surveillance is an effective method in restraining the spread of infectious diseases via monitoring crowds in affected areas.
However, the monitoring targets in existing works are crowds, leading to high system cost, and most of them focus on finding
close contacts, less considering the privacy protection and suspected treatment issues. To conquer above problems, this paper
develops a new remote surveillance system for infectious diseases, which contains the following major contributions: (1) the
monitoring targets are the ordinary contacts not all crowds, effectively decreasing the system cost; (2) establish the joint-control
mechanism among contacts, health center, and the hospital to facilitate the prediagnosis and in-time treatment for suspected
patients; (3) to avoid the privacy leakage of contacts, a double encryption strategy is designed to protect the location information,
and a separating database-storage mechanism is used to improve the contact’s data security on the whole. +eoretical security
analysis showed that the proposed system and privacy protection methods can effectively fight transmission attacks and avoid
privacy leakage during data usage. Based on the created COVID-19 dataset, the simulation experiments were carried out to
evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed system, on the metrics of the accuracy of prediagnosis, encryption, and
decryption time for health and location data. In summary, this work provides a promising way of low-cost remote surveillance
system without privacy leakage to control the spreading of infectious disease.

1. Introduction

+e outbreak of infectious diseases will cause health, eco-
nomic crises, and social panic and pose great threats to the
stability of society. For example, SARS outbreak in 2003
caused more than 8,000 people in more than 20 countries to
be infected; the new coronavirus in 2019 is spreading
quickly; it has seriously affected the normal lives of people all
over the world and may have deep impact for our future life.
In order to suppress the rapid spread of the virus, while
providing maximum personal freedom and job security,
remote monitoring strategy based on the network com-
munication has emerged. It can collect health information
and monitor dynamic trajectories of crowds, thereby ef-
fectively inhibiting the spread of the virus.

In the field of medical monitoring, the surveillance
system generally collects residents’ health data and records

their moving trajectory through body sensors [1]. Maglo-
giannis et al. first proposed to acquire the patients’ health
information by the sensors equipped on the body and obtain
their locations through various indoor and outdoor posi-
tioning and tracking technologies [2]. Since then, many
researchers have developed various remote monitoring
methods to acquire all kinds of information from the patient
and applied them in different scenarios [3–6]. Rajavel et al.
proposed an IoT-based smart healthcare video surveillance
system; it applied edge computing to the abnormal falling
activity monitoring for remote patient and elderly people.
+e using of edge computing reduces the network band-
width and response time and maximizes the fall behavior
prediction accuracy significantly [7]. For diabetic retinop-
athy, a cloud-based diabetic retinopathy prediction system is
proposed using the recurrent convolution neural network
classifier model. It can provide risk stratification, optimized
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resource allocation, severe disease prediction, and risk
control during the screening and diagnosis process [8].

In recent years, the sensor-based remote surveillance
technology has been applied to the field of infectious
diseases to find suspected patients (also called infectious
source) through monitoring the health status and inter-
action information of related people. For example, Zhang
et al. proposed integrating wireless body area networks
(WBANs) with mobile phones to collect the body vital signs
and use genetic searching and dominating set identification
algorithms to effectively identify epidemic sources [9].
Later, this research group divided the populations into
multiple clusters based on their physical location and
property similarity and then applied different identification
algorithm to find the source of infection [10]. In addition,
Sanjay et al. developed a surveillance system to monitor the
public. In this work, a dynamic social network map to
determine the Ebola infected persons was constructed by
the collected social interaction information and physical
vital signs of people [11]. But in these works, the data
privacy issues are not considered. In fact, there exists a lot
of sensitive information of users in the health and location
data collected by the sensing device, and the leakage of
information can easily lead to various criminal activities.
Recently, Sandeep et al. employed IoT and fog healthcare
systems to identify infected person and control CHV
outbreaks, and at the same time, they realized the privacy
protection of the user’s sensitive information, health data,
and location data at different privacy protection levels
based on information fragmentation and key information
protection mechanism [12].

Although a few works have been developed to find the
infectious source based on the surveillance system, the su-
pervision targets in these works are all crowds in the related
area. When the spreading of infectious disease covers a large
region in the world, such as the coronavirus out breaking in
2019, the comprehensive surveillance will lead to high
system cost and inconvenience to many people. Considering
that the outbreak of infectious disease is always found by
some confirmed patients, and thus we can find the contacts
of these persons by their social-interaction history, we
proposed a remote surveillance systemwith a new concept of
just monitoring the contacts, leading to low system costs and
low influence to most of people. Considering the fact that the
risk of infection is different according to the degree of
contact, we divide the contacts into ordinary contacts and
close contacts based on the distance between them and the
confirmed patients. Here, we call people within 1.5 meters’
contact distance as close contacts, and those who appear in a
risk place but are more than 1.5 meters away are called
ordinary contacts. Close contacts will be isolated directly,
and others will be under the system monitoring with per-
sonal freedom. Different from the existing surveillance
system, our proposed system implements the joint coop-
eration and control among the contacts, health center, and
the hospitals, implementing both the data collection of
health and location information, the prediagnosis of con-
tacts’ health status, and the privacy protection of contacts’
sensitive data simultaneously. +eory analysis and simulated

experiments verified the feasibility and effectiveness of our
proposed surveillance system.

+e rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the related work; Section 3 describes the system
architecture and related privacy-threat model; Section 4
proposes schemes for data privacy protection and strategies
of algorithm designing; Section 5 is security analysis of the
proposed system and the designed algorithms; Section 6
conducts experiments to evaluate the data classification
methods and system running time; the last section is con-
clusion and discussions.

2. Related Works

+e goal of our work is to monitor the contacts, but finding
contacts, i.e., contact tracing, should be performed before
our work. Contact tracing is essentially a process of iden-
tifying persons who may have come into contact with an
infected person; some related works have been reported [13].
In 2016, Qathrady et al. proposed using backward search
techniques for tracing of at-risk population [14]. In 2018,
Altuwaiyan et al. proposed a solution to find contacts in
infectious disease, in which the user’s location was recorded
by short-range wireless devices; using homomorphic en-
cryption to match common wireless devices between the
infected user and regular user, the contacts can be deter-
mined by weighted score matching method [15]. To control
the spread of the disease and avoid the second wave of
infection, Paulo Klaine et al. proposed a new blockchain-
based contact tracking framework [16]. Recently, Zhang
et al. proposed a contact tracing scheme in 5G-integrated
and blockchain-based medical applications, in which public
can perform location checking with their mobile phones or
even wearable devices connected to 5G network to find
whether they have been in possible contact with a diagnosed
patient [17]. In addition, researchers use sensor monitoring
to find susceptible people; for example, Zhang et al. pro-
posed an analysis method of interpersonal infection, which
realized the judgment of susceptible people by analyzing the
monitored data (physical condition, length of contact,
distance, etc.) [18]. Finding the contacts is out of the goal of
our work, but it is indeed the preconducted task for the
monitoring of contacts, and the existing methods can be
easily integrated into our proposed system.

Some privacy-preserving schemes in remote monitoring
system for infectious disease have also been developed. Liu
et al. used a key-independent inner product encryption
mechanism to ensure that untrusted entities can only obtain
health statistics but not personal data, thereby realizing the
protection of user’s health and location data [19]. However,
this work only achieved statistical analysis of health data, and
the user’s real location information was not obtained, so it
cannot find new contacts. Zhang et al. implemented the
protection on users’ health and social network data by
homomorphic encryption while finding the contacts [18],
but this work did not consider the issues of users’ location
privacy. In [16], due to user’s temporary pseudo-ID peri-
odically generated at random, it prevents the user location
from being tracked, preserving users’ location privacy.
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Altuwaiyan et al. [15] also proposed a solution to find
contacts in infectious disease, in which the user’s location
was protected by homomorphic encryption method, but this
work is not involving health data monitoring. Aiming at the
above issues, Sandeep et al. proposed a comprehensive data
collection and privacy protection scheme for Chikungunya
disease (CHV). It employed IoT and fog healthcare systems
to identify and control CHV outbreaks and used informa-
tion fragmentation and key information protection mech-
anism to realize the privacy protection of the user’s sensitive
information, health data, and location data at different
privacy protection levels [12]. However, the goal of this
system is still to monitor all residents in the affected area.

Compared with the previous work, this paper further
classifies the contacts of infectious disease into two cases of
close contacts and ordinary contacts and designs a complete
remote monitoring system model for ordinary contacts. It
simultaneously fulfills the requirements of health data
monitoring, location trajectory tracking, data privacy pro-
tection, and suspected treatment. To guarantee the security
of joint performance among contacts, health center, and
hospitals in our proposed system, the privacy protection
strategy for contacts’ sensitive information in transmission
and storage was developed. Specifically, an asymmetric
encryption method was employed to protect the contacts’
health data, and a double encryption mechanism and sep-
arating database storage were presented to implement the
privacy protection of location information. In the experi-
ment, a synthetic COVID-19 dataset was constructed by
ourselves to verify the performance of the proposed system.

+e systemmodel proposed in this paper takes the health
center as the core unit of data storage and analysis and is
responsible for the communication between the monitored
person and the hospital. It can be applied directly for the
scenario where infectious disease outbreaks in a relative
small area. Moreover, for the case of a national or even global
epidemic of infectious disease, our proposed system can also
be a component in the whole monitoring system, is re-
sponsible for the surveillance for a local area, and then sends
the valuable data of this area to higher-level server that stores
aggregate data.

3. System Model

3.1. System Architecture. +is paper designs a remote
monitoring system for ordinary contact in infectious disease,
as shown in Figure 1; it simultaneously achieves the col-
lection of contacts’ health information, monitoring of their
moving trajectory, and in-time treatment of suspected
patients.

+is model includes four entities: contacts, health cen-
ters, hospitals, and trusted authority. Contacts, health center,
and hospitals firstly register at trusted authority and obtain
their legal identity ID. In the performance of the system,
contacts collect their own health data and location infor-
mation through various wearing sensors and send them to
the health center. +en, the health center will receive and
store the health and location data and further implement the
preliminary diagnosis on the contacts based on these data.

Once a contact is diagnosed as suspected one, the health
center will match the nearest hospital for the suspected
contacts, and the hospital is responsible for the treatment of
the suspected patients.

Major steps in this system are summarized as follows:

(1) Registration. Contacts, health center, and legal
hospital register at the trusted authority (TA), re-
spectively. TA will generate a pseudo-identity ID and
a burry home address of the contact and share this
information and contact information with the health
center. Moreover, trusted authority will generate
valid keys for legal entities to encrypt and decrypt the
data.

(2) Collection of health and location data. +e contacts
collect their health and location data by equipped
sensors at regular intervals and then send them to the
health center.

(3) Data storage and prediagnosis. +e health center
stores the health and location data from contacts into
the health and location databases, and it also makes
prediagnosis to find the suspected patients.

(4) Hospital allocation. Once a contact is diagnosed as a
suspected patient, the health center will assign the
nearest hospital to the contact and send the contact
information and health information of the suspected
contact to the hospital at the same time.

(5) Treatment of suspected patients. After the hospital
receives the information of a suspected patient, it
sends a request of precise location with its ID to the
patient, and after the suspected patients verify the
legality of the allocated hospital, he will send his
exact location to the hospital.

(6) Extraction of moving trajectory. Once the suspected
patient is confirmed to be infected, the health center
will extract themoving trajectory of the patient in the
location database to search related contacts. Here,
how to find new contacts based on the trajectory data
is not the task of our work.

3.2. &reat Model. Assuming the hospital is completely
reliable and will not disclose the patient’s private data, two
kinds of privacy-leakage threats in the proposed monitoring
system are indicated in the dashed-line rectangles in
Figure 1.

(1) +e health center is considered semicredible. Staffs
honestly obey the confidentiality agreement, but the
internal staffs may curiously view and further infer
about the data submitted by contacts, leading to the
leakage of contacts’ sensitive information, such as
home address and moving trajectory.

(2) Eavesdropping attacks may occur during data
transmission in the network.

In view of the above attack model in the proposed
system, our privacy issues should cover the contact’s per-
sonal information, health, and location data, while ensuring
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the reliability and usability of these data. +e specific privacy
protection goals are as follows:

(1) Confidentiality. +e proposed system should ensure
that all sensitive information of contacts will not be
disclosed to any unauthorized users or potential
attackers.

(2) Reliability. To prevent contacts from providing false
information to health center, the monitoring system
must verify the users’ identity and guarantee the
correctness of the submitted health data and location
information.

(3) Availability. Data availability must be guaranteed
while implementing the data protection. For ex-
ample, the legal member of health center can obtain
the real moving trajectory of the contacts, while the
location data are protected from being attacked by
others.

4. Privacy Protection Method

In this section, we introduce the privacy protection scheme
for health and location data produced in our proposed
system. To better explain the methods, all notations and
functions used in this work were listed in Table 1.

4.1. Personal Information. In our proposed system, the
contact will firstly register at the fully trusted authority (TA)
using his personal information; then the TA returns a
pseudo-ID to the contact and shares the information,
contact’s contact information, and his burry address with
health center at the same time for subsequent operations.
+erefore, only the TA requires the real personal infor-
mation of the contacts. Due to the trusty of TA, the contact’s

personal information is security. But to avoid the privacy-
leakage of personal data during transmission, the function
Ereg is used to encrypt the registration data and submit it to
the trusted authority. Once themonitored contact becomes a
suspected patient, the allocated hospital sends a location
request to the contact, and the contact will use the function
Ea dd to encrypt his home address and send it to this hospital.
Above process is shown by the solid line in Figure 2.

4.2. Health Data. In order to prevent unauthorized users
from prying into health data stored in the health center and
avoid the risk of eavesdropping during data transmission,

Table 1: Notations and functions.

Notations Functions
PKhc Health center’s public key
PKh Hospital’s public key
SKhc Health center’s private key
ksym User’s session key
Ba Contact’s blurry home address
C Contact’s contact information
HI Contact’s health data
LI Contact’s location data
PI Contact’s personal information
N_CD Notification of confirmed diagnosis
Ereg Register function
Ea dd Address transfer function
Ehi Health data upload function
Eci Data-transfer function of suspected user
Ek Transfer function of session key
Eli Double encryption for location data
Easym First-layer asymmetric encryption for LI
Esym Second-layer symmetric encryption for LI
D Decryption function for LI
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Figure 1: Architecture of the remote surveillance system on contacts.
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this paper employed an asymmetric encryption method of
elliptic curves cryptography (ECC) to encrypt the health
data. First, the contact’s pseudo-ID and the public key of the
health center are written into the wireless sensors equipped
on the contact. +en, health data are automatically collected
at regular intervals and encrypted by ECC. Finally, these data
are uploaded to the health center by function Ehi as shown in
Figure 2. After receiving the health information, the staff in
the health center can decrypt them with the private key SKhc

to obtain the real health data for prediagnosis analysis.When
the contact is determined to be a suspected one, his health
data will be encrypted and sent to the allocated hospitals,
which is implemented by function Eci in Figure 2.

+e pseudocodes implementing the privacy protection on
personal information and health data were given in Algorithm
1; it involves 4 subfunctions: user registration function Ereg,
health data upload function Ehi, data-transfer function Eci,
and address transfer function Ea dd. +e pseudocodes of these
4 functions are given in Algorithms 2 to 5.

Algorithm 2 describes the user registration process, in
which Tel is the contact’s telephone number, Ba represents
the blurry area of address, and PKc is the contact’s public
key.

Algorithm 3 describes the procedure of uploading health
information. Ehi is used to encrypt the health data collected
at different time i.

When a contact is diagnosed as a suspected patient, the
health center transmits his relevant data to the hospital for
further diagnosis, as illustrated in Algorithm 4

Algorithm 5 describes the address transfer process be-
tween the contact and the hospital. After receiving the location
request, the diagnosed person verifies the identity of the
hospital by comparing the Hi d sent by the hospital with the
Hi d′ provided by the health center. If the identity is legal, the
specific home location is encrypted and sent to this hospital.

4.3. Location Information. In the process of remote moni-
toring, the contact’s location information will be collected at
regular intervals and stored in the health center. Because the

accessing on location data only occurred when the contact is
confirmed, the health data may be visited many times (such as
for medical study). In addition, the leakage of location in-
formation may expose other sensitive information (such as
inferring the contact’s address and real identity), and further
resulting in the risk of health data with the connection of
pseudo-ID. So, a separate storing strategy was designed; i.e.,
the location data are stored in another database, which can
improve the security of the contact’s information on the whole.

To ensure the security of the users’ location information,
we designed a double encryption mechanism combining
asymmetric encryption and symmetric encryption in this
work, which is implemented by function Eli. First, when
contacts upload their location information to the health
center, in order to prevent unauthorized persons in the
health center from prying on the users’ location information,
a first-layer symmetrical encryption mechanism is designed;
i.e., original location data is encrypted using the session key
implemented by Esym. Second, the second-layer asymmet-
rical encryption is performed on the encrypted location
information by Easym, to protect its security in data trans-
mission. In this case, unauthorized persons in the health
center cannot decrypt the contact’s location information
because they do not have the session key. On the other hand,
when a contact is confirmed, the contact will encrypt the
session key by function Ek and send it to the authorized
person; the health center will receive a notification of
confirmed diagnosis (N_CD) from the hospital at the same
time. +en, the authorized ones of the health center can
extract the patient’s location data with the session key from
the user, which is implemented by function D. +e flowchart
of above process is shown in Figure 3.

Algorithm 6 lists the pseudocodes of the designed al-
gorithm in Figure 3. It includes two subfunctions to im-
plement the encryption and decryption process of users’
location data. +e pseudocode for these two functions is
given in Algorithms 7 and 8.

Algorithm 7 describes the location information en-
cryption upload process. For location information collected
at different times i, the location information is encrypted

Location request (Hid)

Eadd (PKh, (Address, pseudo − ID))

Blurry area 
(Ba)

Contact

Encrypted
pseudo-IDEreg (PKTA, (PI,PKc))

Trusted Authority

Encrypted pseudo-ID, BA&C

Health center

E
hi  (PK

hc , (HI, Pseudo − ID))
Eci (PKh, (C, HI, pseudo − ID))

Hospital

Figure 2: Flowchart of privacy protection on personal and health data.
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(1) user registration by Ereg(PKTA, (PI, PKc))

(2) if user is legal
(3) obtain the pseudo-ID from authority
(4) else
(5) reject the users’ registration request and exit
(6) write the pseudo-ID and PKhc into wireless sensor devices
(7) for each health data at timestamp
(8) data encryption by Ehi(PKhc, (HI, pseu do − I D))

(9) data storage and pre-diagnosis analysis in health center
(10) if HI is abnormal
(11) send the related information to hospital by Eci(PKh, (C, HI, pseu do − I D))

(12) hospital sends the location request to the contact with its Hi d

(13) contact verifies the legality of the hospital by its identity ID
(14) if Hi d is legal
(15) contact sends address to hospital by Ea dd(PKh, (A dd ress, pseu do − I D))

(16) else
(17) contact rejects the location request
(18) end if
(19) end if
(20) end for

ALGORITHM 1: Personal information and health data protection.

Input: Tel, Ba, PKC

Output: flag (success 1, otherwise 0)
(1) flag� 0
(2) RI←(Tel, Ba, PKc)

(3) encrypted RI with PKhc

(4) flag� register in health center using RI
(5) If flag
(6) obtain Pseudo-ID from the health center
(7) return flag
(8) end if

ALGORITHM 2: User registration.

Input: PKhc, pseudo-ID, HI
Output: flag (success 1; otherwise 0)

(1) Ehi � encrypted HI with PKhc

(2) flag� submit Ehi to health center with Pseudo-ID
(3) data analysis and storage
(4) return flag

ALGORITHM 3: Health information uploading.

Input: PKh, Tel, HI
Output: flag (success 1; otherwise 0)

(1) Ehi � encrypted Tel and HI with PKh

(2) flag� submit Eci to hospital
(3) return flag

ALGORITHM 4: Deliver data to hospital.
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Input: PKh, address
Output: flag (success 1, otherwise 0)

(1) get Hi d′ from health center
(2) verify the hospital ID by comparing Hi d′ and Hi d

(3) if legal
(4) Ea dd � encrypted home address with PKh

(5) flag� send Ea dd to hospital
(6) end if
(7) return flag

ALGORITHM 5: Address transfer between contact and hospital.

Contact

Health center

Location database

Hospital

Notification of
confirmed
diagnosis(N_CD)

Eli ← Easym (PKhc, (pseudo − ID,Esym(ksymLI)))

LI ← D (ksym, Esym)
Ek (PKhc,(ksym, pseudo − ID))

Figure 3: Flowchart of privacy protection on location information.

(1) for each location data LI collected at each timestamp
(2) contact encrypts the location data by Eli � Easym(PKhc, (pseu do − I D, Esym(ksym, LI)))

(3) location database ←Eli

(4) end for
(5) if contact is confirmed
(6) hospital sends N_CD of the contact to the health center
(7) user encrypts the ksym by Ek(PKhc, (ksym, pseu do − I D)), and sends it to health center
(8) health center decrypts the location data of the contact by LI←D(ksym, Esym)

(9) end if

ALGORITHM 6: Location information protection.

Input: ksym, PKHC, LI
Output: flag (success 1; otherwise 0)

(1) location information acquisition at time i
(2) for each LIi acquired at time i
(3) Elil1

� Easym(PKhc, LIi)

(4) Elil2
� Esym(ksym, Elil1

)

(5) flag� submit Elil2
to health center

(6) return flag
(7) end for

ALGORITHM 7: Location information uploading.

Security and Communication Networks 7



using function Easym for the first layer, and function Esym is
used for the second encryption and then uploaded to the
health center for storage.

Algorithm 8 describes the location information de-
cryption process. When the contact is diagnosed, it sends
ksym to the authorized personnel of the health center. +e
health center uses the D1 function to decrypt the first layer
and then uses the D2 function to decrypt the second time
and finally get the total location information LI.

5. Security Analysis

5.1. Data Security in Health Center. +e system framework
proposed in this work can effectively realize the privacy
protection of users’ data stored in the health center. First,
contact registers at the TA using his personal information, so
his personal identity can be protected due to the trusty of
TA.We assume that the staffs in health center have no way to
retrieve other information of user through his contact in-
formation, so based on the proposed user registration
mechanism, health center can only obtain the pseudo-ID
and contact information, not knowing the true user identity
of the health data. So when the employees in health center
pry the health data, they cannot infer the user’s any other
sensitive information. Second, a double encryption mech-
anism was designed to protect the users’ location data. In
this strategy, only the authorized persons in health center
can obtain the user’s session key and extract the user’s
moving trajectory. It can be seen that this method effectively
avoids the curious prying and identity inference of the staff
in health center through the user’s trajectory information.
+ird, the proposed system uses wireless sensor equipment
to automatically collect, encrypt, and upload medical data to
health center at regular intervals, which effectively prevents
users from tampering with the data. Finally, we also
implemented the identity verification on users and hospitals;
i.e., when the health center receives any data from the
contact or hospital, it first verifies his identity by pseudo-ID,
and the service is provided only when the identity is verified.

5.2. Data Security during Transmission. To prevent data
eavesdropping during data transmission, this work
employed data encryption mechanism. First, all data

uploaded to the health center are encrypted with the public
key of health center. Because other people do not have the
private key of health center, even if the data are eaves-
dropped during transmission, they cannot decrypt them.
Second, when contacts or health centers transmit data to the
hospital, they use the hospital’s public key to encrypt the data
before transmission; when the hospital needs to send the
diagnosis result to the health center, it uses the public key of
the health center to encrypt the data before transmission.
+erefore, other persons cannot decrypt the real information
without the hospital’s private key, even if they obtain the
data. It can be seen that the encryption mechanism used in
this article effectively guarantees the security of the data
during transmission.

6. Experiments and Results

In Section 5, the security of the proposed system and
methods on protecting the users’ sensitivity information
have been discussed. In this section, we take COVID-19 as
an example to evaluate the performance of our proposed
system. Because we did not find any labeled dataset on
COVID-19 patients with related symptoms, we created la-
beled dataset by some data collected in network. +en, using
the labeled health data of COVID-19 and some simulated
location data, we discussed four classification methods for
prediagnosis and evaluated the running time of several key
steps in our surveillance system. All experiments were
carried out on a PC (Intel i5-6200U CPU, 2.30GHz, 8G
memory) with python 3.7. +e experiments include three
parts: creation of synthetic data set of COVID-19, discussion
on classification algorithms, and evaluation on the running
time of system.

6.1. Data Creation and Prediagnosis. Taking COVID-19 as
an example, we conducted a relatively comprehensive search
on the Internet and found six symptoms related to the
COVID-19 and their correlation coefficients reflecting the
incidence probability of this disease based on the clinical
statistics, as shown in Table 2 [20]. We did not find any
labeled dataset on COVID-19 patients with above
symptoms, so we created labeled dataset by synthetic data
including the symptom information and patients’ other

Input: Eli, SKHC, ksym

Output: Tli (the total location information)
(1) if contact is confirmed
(2) Ek(PKhc, ksym), then send it to health center
(3) for each Elii

at time i of the contact
(4) Elil1

� D1(ksym, Elii
)

(5) LI � D2(SKhc, Elil1
)

(6) Tli � Tli ∪LI

(7) end for
(8) return Tli

(9) end if

ALGORITHM 8: Location information decryption.
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information. +e flowchart of dataset creation is given in
Figure 4, and the major steps can be summarized as
follows.

Step 1: Compute symptom score by summing the
correlation coefficients of existing symptoms of the
sample.
Step 2: Considering some other factors (age, history of
COVID-19 disease, and history of exposure) also have
important influences on the incidence probability of
COVID-19, we compute a global score by multiplying
the symptom score and weights of these factors. Here,
the values of weights are set by ourselves based on the
related reports, as shown in Table 3.
Step 3: Normalize the global score into the range be-
tween 0 and 1, so that it can reflect the incidence
probability.
Step 4: Set a threshold on global score to classify the
data into two kinds: normal and suspected ones.
Step 5: Combine the synthetic data into the labeled
dataset, if it is a new instance.

To implement the prediagnosis of the contact, four
classification methods, including k-nearest neighbor, sup-
port vector machine, decision tree, and random forest, were
employed to classify the contacts’ health data and provide
the result of prediagnosis. In our experiments, the synthetic
dataset consists of 4225 cases; each case involves 11 basic
symptoms related with COVID-19 and 3 other personal
attributes. Specifically, 80% synthetic data were used to
optimize the classifiers, and the remaining 20% data were
used to evaluate their performance. +e accuracy on clas-
sification of the four methods using different threshold on
global score was listed in Table 4. It can be seen that all the
four classification methods can provide satisfactory pre-
diagnosis accuracy, and the random forest method achieves
the best. So, we choose this method to implement the
prediagnosis based on the health data in our proposed
monitoring system.

6.2. Evaluation on Running Time. +e running time of our
proposed remote surveillance system is composed of two
parts: one is the data transmission among contact, health

center, and hospital; the other is the encryption computation
on various data. +e data transmission time is controlled by
the communication network, and thus we focus on evalu-
ating the data-processing time of each entity.

For contact, we mainly evaluate the encryption time for
personal information in registration process, health infor-
mation, and location information on daily uploading. In our
experiments, ECCmethod was used to realize the encryption
on the contact’s personal information and health data; a
double encryption method combining ECC and advanced
encryption standard (AES) was developed to realize the
encryption of location data. In the registration process,
including the contact’s personal information, the size of
these data is about 26 bytes, and the encryption time is about
0.000964 s. +e health information of the contact is acquired
and submitted to the health center at predefined intervals
(one day in our experiments). When COVID-19 health data
is used as an example, it contains 14 symptoms’ data related
to this disease with data size of about 178 bytes, and the
evaluated ECC encryption time is about 0.001001 s. Once the
health information of the contact is abnormal, the health
center packs the health data of the contact in recent days (14
days in our experiment) to the hospital. In this case, the total
amount of health data is about 2505 bytes, and the ECC
encryption time is evaluated about 0.002982 s, just increased
about two times of the case of one day, and did not affect the
practicality of the surveillance system. To track the moving
trajectory of the contact, his location information should be
acquired at a predefined interval; it was represented as a
vector (longitude, latitude) with size of 50 bytes. +e double
encryption time on single-time location data is evaluated
about 0.003963 s. It can be seen that although the encryption
methods are usually time-consuming, the time spent on the
data encryption in this work is small and can satisfy the
requirements of system, for it was conducted just on single-
time small-amount health and location data.

For health center, we mainly evaluate the decryption
time for health data and location information and the
prediagnosis time of the health information. +e health
center decrypts the health information sent by the contacts
every day; the ECC decryption time is evaluated about
0.000998 s. When the suspected patient is confirmed to be
infected, the health center will extract and decrypt the
moving trajectory of the patient, the amount of location
information that needs to be decrypted depends on the
specific situation, we assume that the user’s location in-
formation is recorded every two hours from 6 am to 10 pm
in our experiment, and we evaluated the decryption time on
single-time location data to be about 0.002031 s, so the
decryption time on 14 days of location information is about
0.227472 s. Here, the random forest method is chosen to
implement the prediagnosis of the contact, and its classi-
fication time is about 0.4 seconds. All running time on
different data from contact and health center is listed in
Table 5. It can be seen that the encryption and decryption
time for data from single-time point is short for the health
data and location information. Although the time spent on
the data collected in the 14 days is dramatically longer than
that from one time point, such that the encryption time of

Table 2: Symptoms and related incidence probability for COVID-
19.

Symptoms Probability
Fever 0.661
Tiredness 0.421
Dry cough 0.579
Difficulty in breathing 0.363
Sore throat 0.24
None symptom 0.058
Pains 0.427
Nasal congestion 0.041
Runny nose 0.094
Diarrhea 0.088
Headache 0.374
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health data for 14 days is approximately three times the one
time, the decryption time of location data for 14 days is
approximately 100 times the one time. But it is still far less
than one second. As a result, the time spent on the data
encryption and decryption in this work is small and can
satisfy the requirements of system performance.

Moreover, compared with other remote surveillance
systems on crowds, our proposed system model aiming at
the ordinary contacts can dramatically decrease the system
loading. Taking COVID-19 as an example: the population of
China is about 1.4 billion; according to Internet data, from
the outbreak of the infectious disease to its peak time of

Table 4: Prediagnosis accuracy of different classification methods.

+resholds Confirmed cases Normal cases K-nearest neighbor (%)

Support
vector
machine

(%)

Decision tree (%) Random forest (%)

0.20 1390 2834 92.83 92.25 92.18 95.12
0.25 966 3258 94.55 95.55 91.54 95.55
0.30 698 3526 95.05 96.13 92.11 96.92
0.35 487 3737 96.13 96.84 94.84 96.77

Original dataset Probabilities
...

...

P1 P2 P3 P4 P11⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕

Symptom score Weights

Global score

Normalization Set threshold

Label

CombineA new case

Already in
the dataset 

yes
Discard

no

Add in the dataset

Synthetic COVID-19 dataset

⊗

Figure 4: Flowchart of creating synthetic COVID-19 dataset.

Table 3: Other factors and weights.

Age History of COVID-19 History of exposure
Low-risk-age 1.3 Yes

No
0.8
1.2

Contact-yes 2
Moderate-risk-age 1.6 Contact-no 1
Sever-risk-age 1.9 Contact-unknown 1

Table 5: Evaluation on running time for different entities.

Entity Process step Data content Execution time (s)

Contact Encryption
Personal information 0.000964
Health data (one time) 0.001001

Location information (one time) 0.003963

Health center

Encryption Health data (14 days) 0.002982

Decryption
Health data (one time) 0.000998

Location information (one time) 0.002031
Location information (14 days) 0.227472

Prediagnosis 0.453125
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August, 2020, the cumulative number of contacts in China is
about 800,000, accounting for five in ten thousands of the
total population.

7. Discussion and Conclusion

7.1. Discussion. Aiming at the problems of relative small
functions and the large amount of monitoring objects in the
existing remote surveillance system, a new concept of “or-
dinary contacts” is defined based on the contact distance
between the people and the confirmed patients. +en, a
novel remote monitoring system for ordinary contacts is
proposed, leading to reduced system costs. +is work not
only realizes the monitoring and analysis of users’ health
status and location trajectory, but also protects the users’
privacy of their sensitive data. Moreover, it implements the
in-time treatment on suspicious patients via the cooperation
among health center, hospitals, and contacts.

To better understand our work, three issues were dis-
cussed as follows.

(1) +e kernel tasks of our work are the tracking,
monitoring, and privacy protection on the data of
ordinary contacts. Finding new contacts of a con-
firmed patient via his moving trajectory is out of the
scope of our work, and the related methods can be
found in [14, 15, 18].

(2) In this paper, we mainly adopt data encryption
technology to implement the users’ privacy protec-
tion, which can effectively ensure the security of data
in the process of transmission, storage, and usage,
but it will be time-consuming for large-size data.
Fortunately, the encryption operation was used for
the text data of single-time acquisition in our pro-
posed system, and in this case, the data amount is
small and thus the encryption time is short, meeting
the requirements of the practical applications.
However, with the increase of the data amount, for
example, health data containing images or videos,
the encryption time will increase and the response
speed of the system will decrease at the same time.

(3) In our work, the local server is used to store the text
data collected in the surveillance system; the storage
capacity meets the practical requirements for
monitoring on local area. For the health monitoring
on large region with more data types (such as im-
ages) collected and analyzed, the cloud-based server
may be required.

7.2. Conclusion. In summary, this paper proposes a novel
remote monitoring system for ordinary contacts of infec-
tious diseases, which not only monitors and analyzes users’
health status and location trajectories, but also protects the
privacy of users’ sensitive data. In addition, prompt treat-
ment of suspected patients is implemented through coop-
eration among health centers, hospitals, and contacts.
Compared with the existing work, this work can effectively
decrease the system cost by just monitoring the ordinary

contacts and simultaneously implements the data protec-
tion, prediagnosis, and treatment of contacts. To further
improve the performance of the system in various scenarios,
several potential future directions are given as follows: (1) In
the future, we will explore new privacy protection strategies
adaptive to large-size data, such as images; (2) to expand the
application scope of the system, cloud-server based remote
surveillance system will be developed; it can be applied for
large-area surveillance and large-amount data storage and
analysis; (3) currently, our experiments were conducted on
some generated dataset, for the difficulty in establishing a
real system platform. Next, based on mobile phone software,
Bluetooth technique, and joint data server, we will try to
build a running environment for the proposed system ar-
chitecture and further verify the related methods used in the
system.
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